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Our rights agent

JÚLIA MOLDOVA | Rights manager
rights@orchardglobal.eu

Check out our website and online catalogue for more information

Grants for publishing Hungarian children's books 

Production grant for foreign publishing houses up to 2800 Euro
Translation grant for foreign publishers
Translation grant for theatres

MÁRIA HAJBA | Application coordiantor
maria.hajba@plf.hu
More info: applications@plf.hu
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The seventh title in this popular series for pre-school children about the 
mischievous little girl, with internationally acclaimed illustrations by 

Christina Quiles. Sophie is an energetic girl, really cool but tough – she 
is simply unstoppable. She does everything well-behaved children would 
never even dream of doing! The mix of wonderful humor and amazing 
illustrations in these stories will help everyone to understand and cope with 
the “terrible twos”.

TITLES IN THE SERIES

Sophie’s Hide and Seek • Sophie and Santa •  Sophie 
Disguises • Sophie’s Magic •  Sophie Sneezes • Sophie at 
the Fun Fair • Sophie’s Balloon

Sophie’s Balloon

Author: Bálint Harcos
Illustrator: Cristina Quiles

story book | Age 2+

40 pages | 210×165 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation of the first 2 titles 
available 

Rights sold: China

Author & Illustrator: Panka Pásztohy

story book | Age 2+

24/40 pages | 162×200 mm | Hard cover
PDF of the complete first title is available in 
English

This heart-warming lyrical tale from Panka Pásztohy is about friendship 
and dog adoption. Lily takes the same route to school every morning: 

past the big chestnut tree, the little puddle and the house with the green 
fence. On the other side of the fence lives a small dog. They meet up every 
day, and the little spotty dog eats whatever is left of Lily’s sandwiches. 
Soon they become friends, and Lily names the dog ’Dandelion’. But one 
day Dandelion has disappeared! Lily is inconsolable. She discovers that her 
friend has been taken to the dog shelter. Can she help Dandelion? In the 
other episodes in the series, they have a number of adventures, such as 
going to a science class, finding their neighbour’s cat and tracking down 
a hedgehog in the garden.

TITLES IN THE SERIES

Save my puppy! • Heal my puppy! • I love my puppy • Dandelion in the garden 
• Happy Birthday, D.! • Dandelion on the street • Dandelion and the assistance 
dog • Dandelion and the snow-dog • Dandelion plays • Dandelion's brothers • 
Dandelion travels • Good night, Dandelion! • Dandelion and Santa Claus

Lily and Dandelion series

Sold in 
150,000 copies
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Winner of the Golden Book Medal 2017 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hY5jIjES3WLfcNUy6g7ZKNP46J_Kpkbo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ng29PtuUgAW9RlkC6x0v94n6-Acl9rYh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ng29PtuUgAW9RlkC6x0v94n6-Acl9rYh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/124E_SXViGMSFnEp6D1u9HJ23EksNe5ly/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/124E_SXViGMSFnEp6D1u9HJ23EksNe5ly/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NgRSpXuKLvK9zUQkHj6HAhrrdyvC1WCb/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jyizevMBGzGlxzXR9Ad14TF5H3Bnqjbz/view?usp=sharing
mailto:https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YPnNhXJzAO1wjailD4VGEJQXspUWajhl/view%3Fusp%3Dshare_link?subject=
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hY5jIjES3WLfcNUy6g7ZKNP46J_Kpkbo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YPnNhXJzAO1wjailD4VGEJQXspUWajhl/view?usp=share_link
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The Perry & 
The Chloe series
Author: Judit Berg
Illustrator: Írisz Agócs

story book | Age 2+

48 pages | 175×155 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation of five titles available

Rights sold: Sweden

Over 350,000 copies sold

12 TITLES IN THE PERRY SERIES

Perry Plays • Perry Builds • Perry Sleeps •  Doctor Perry 
• Perry Counts • Perry on the Train • Perry and the 
Pipe Burst • Perry at the Hairdresser • Perry in Space 
• Perry on the Airplane • Perry Gets Dressed • Perry's 
Christmas

Perry is an archetypal preschool boy. In this 
adorable – and extremely popular – series by 

the bestselling author Judit Berg, Perry faces the 
problems every child has to face at kindergarten, 
drawing the reader into some funny adventures at 
the hairdresser’s, in the countryside, and perhaps 
even in space!

3 TITLES IN THE CHLOE SERIES

Chloe and the Squirrels •  Chloe at the Safari Park • 
 Chloe’s Birthday

The leading roles are not just for boys! Sari, 
a sensitive, kind, animal-loving girl, is Perry's 

friend and these new stories are all about her! 

no stress ▫ hilarious ▫ funny w
eirdos

Author & Illustrator: András Dániel

story book | Age 3+

48 pages | 230×160 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation of four titles available

Rights sold: China

The Grickles series

These hilarious weirdos are firm favourites with preschool kids (and 
their parents). They’re not grubs, and they’re not pickles. They’re 

not beans, and they’re not pebbles. They’re Grickles! The Grickles make 
readers forget the stresses and strains of daily life. In these easy-to-follow, 
non-violent and conflict-free stories, the seven Grickles solve all sorts of 
problems together: finding food, caring for a friend who is ill, organising 
a birthday party, making a carnival costume, becoming invisible, finding 
a truth-telling stool... These unique, hilarious and universally relatable 
stories set in their wonderful, safe world have a calming effect on over-
stimulated young children.

19 TITLES IN THE SERIES & 3 BOARD BOOKS

Best Children's Book of The Year 2020

250,000 copies sold
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ei0ytGH6Se3Tx6R7salDRTUcL_I5_WE7/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19k3_24GAtqgUM440oEnb1j0bu4fbfLf6/view?usp=sharing
https://orchardglobal.eu/temp/Documents/Artwork/29930/samples/perrys_christmas.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KGoABYhkhERQ794f1RCpJNSdWpMJ82sy/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zVJhELs513wo0iMKg33V5DdDGT3yXqtb/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19iiGz2U07G_s22RWfUqJj2dbcgbkZXbJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19iiGz2U07G_s22RWfUqJj2dbcgbkZXbJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19k3_24GAtqgUM440oEnb1j0bu4fbfLf6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KGoABYhkhERQ794f1RCpJNSdWpMJ82sy/view?usp=sharing
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Author & Illustrator: András Dániel

story book | Age 5+

56 pages | 200×220 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

There's Nothing to See Here

It’s not always easy to fall asleep. There are so many thoughts and things 
to see, even when you have closed your eyes. This beautiful,  vibrant 

picture book invites the reader to wander around the absurd, funny, deep 
and colourful realm of the child’s mind. An amazing book for everybody.

What Was Jake Looking for 
 under the Bed? - And What 
Happened to Him There?

Author & Illustrator: András Dániel

story book | Age 5+

72 pages | 230×260 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

Rights sold: China, Japan

One day all of Jake’s marbles roll right under his bed. He wrestles with his 
fear and gets down on his hands and knees to take a look. Join Jake in 

this magical world and help him solve the mysteries he finds there.

AWARDS

Selected for The White Ravens 
catalogue,
Best Children’s’ Book Author of 
the Year (2020),
Illustrator of the Year (2016), 
Most Original Children’s Book 
of the Year (2015) from 
IBBY Hungary, 
Most Beautiful Illustrated Book 
of the Year (2015)
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Selected for The White Ravens Catalogue
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OiNAWmMVj-70WTXlhwI-AFqOafeGz6CZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WWoJYCBSgvH56zvZMyWz_nPLt6T-bMxg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cdXTFjKn2Q4Pty0GF5gcpEFITPh3udB7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cdXTFjKn2Q4Pty0GF5gcpEFITPh3udB7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cdXTFjKn2Q4Pty0GF5gcpEFITPh3udB7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WWoJYCBSgvH56zvZMyWz_nPLt6T-bMxg/view?usp=sharing
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AWARD
Highly recommended by 
the 2022 Hans Christian 
Andersen Jury.

The Rabbit Shaped Dog

Author & Illustrator: András Dániel

graphic novel | Age 12+

80 pages | 176×192 mm | Soft cover
Full English translation available

Rights sold: Sweden (Arabic)

This book will definitely surprise you – it even surprised the author 
himself. Meet this awesome graphic book for teens by András Dániel. 

Join our protagonist Karl - yes, the rabbit-shaped dog - and think about 
identity, and about being different, but most of all about how to come 
to terms with that. This book travels deep into the question of identity. 
Is coming of age even possible without resolving this confusion?
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wW0b_gnLaIms56sdfMhMUWyrvMKFG1YB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wW0b_gnLaIms56sdfMhMUWyrvMKFG1YB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wW0b_gnLaIms56sdfMhMUWyrvMKFG1YB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O8MECclPTtDzHOYOJ3mHBqb2M5HRSGPG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LJRg6tF4FTl8FNJ6RaobWvK9mXQk06AP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LJRg6tF4FTl8FNJ6RaobWvK9mXQk06AP/view?usp=sharing
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Catkin Stories – 
The Big Beetroot
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picture book
The Tale of the Little 
Sloth Who Wouldn't 
Go to Sleep
Author: Julianna Mrena
Illustrator: Dorottya Szert-Szabó

story book | Age 3+

32 pages | 162×200 mm | Hard cover

German and English translation 
available on request

Author: Adrienn Vadadi
Illustrator: Vivien Monszport

story book | Age 3+

40 pages | 200×190 mm | Hard cover

Sample translation available on request

Infused with the simple spirit of childhood, in these stories the Catkin Kids 
get all they need from the forest, and they are never bored! 
These tiny creatures live in dens, under bushes and among the grass of 

the forest floor. Popping out of downy tree flowers one spring, they love 
to play on swings, eat crunchy nuts and strawberries, and of course make 
friends with all the other forest dwellers. If one of them gets into trouble, 
the others will always come to their rescue!

In Julianna Mrena's poetic tale, we follow a family of sloths through 
an afternoon full of twists and turns. Dorottya  Szert-Szabó's lively 

illustrations guarantee that we feel like we are truly at the heart of the 
jungle. 

It's quite a story, the little sloth, who has been an absolute model of 
slothfulness up to now, suddenly doesn't want to sleep! Nothing helps, 
neither rocking nor bedtime stories. Whatever will become of this child? 
But wait! Who's that peeping through the branches... well if it isn't the 
monkey next door! 
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PREVIOUS TITLE

Birthday in the Woods
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e routine ▫ hum
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OjQTeK-XcWRUFSricrMenS7eL9sE7vYK/view?usp=share_link
mailto:rights%40orchardglobal.eu?subject=request%20-%20The%20Tale%20of%20the%20Little%20Sloth%20Who%20Wouldn%27t%20Go%C2%A0to%20Sleep
mailto:rights%40orchardglobal.eu?subject=request%20-%20The%20Tale%20of%20the%20Little%20Sloth%20Who%20Wouldn%27t%20Go%C2%A0to%20Sleep
mailto:rights%40orchardglobal.eu?subject=request%20-%20Catkin%20stories
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-nRoBptz6SNwPE3EmT-inHx5PgLHIFMX/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-nRoBptz6SNwPE3EmT-inHx5PgLHIFMX/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OjQTeK-XcWRUFSricrMenS7eL9sE7vYK/view?usp=share_link
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Where does sadness come from and how do you make it go away? Why 
won’t God let spring come when you pray for good weather? How to 

get a grandfather if you don’t actually have one? Matti is a curious, open-
minded little boy who often asks the unusual and deep questions that only 
a preschool kid can. He explores the world with all its wonders with his best 
friend Tiger. This book is full of clever, beautiful stories about friendship, 
family, love and courage – all the most important things of life.

Matti and the Tiger

Author: Vera Bendl
Illustrator: Hajnalka Szimonidesz

story book | Age 6+

88 pages | 190×220 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English
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Girl in the Mirror

Author: Kata Tasi
Illustrator: Hajnalka Szimonidesz

picture book | Age 5+

40 pages | 200×220 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available 

The big questions of life from the point of view of a little girl, with all 
the harmony and simplicity of a child's mind. Through this book we get 

a glimpse into the soul of the child, and it is full of wonder. Birth, death, 
parents, grandparents, friends and love... this breath-taking collection of 
poetic thoughts contains everything that is most important in life – a real 
treasure chest.

big questions ▫ everyday w
onders
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Best Children's Book of the Year 2021
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qO2lC_KqHjasOKMTSgfNo_meCZ_8MQBH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ONJRstRSJfhUk0kjhEAhMpqdiLfG_m2L/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qO2lC_KqHjasOKMTSgfNo_meCZ_8MQBH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12liEeoSZE9FxliaaY7UG9pOuH1SwIWEH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S11BwmmQHq55cVGEAaAXXjYDBTxLKyLD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S11BwmmQHq55cVGEAaAXXjYDBTxLKyLD/view?usp=sharing
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Baby Fox series

Author: Judit Ágnes Kiss
Illustrator: Mónika Egri

chapter book | Age 3+

80 pages | 165×205 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

Life in the Fox family is just like our own – sometimes they are happy, 
and sometimes a bit grumpy and impatient when they are tired or 

exhausted – but they really, really do love each other, and that is the key 
to their success. These stories have everything little kids want to know 
about kindergarten, friendship and siblings, plus a nice cup of coffee 
for Mother Fox. A heartwarming storybook of true literary value.

More than 45,000 
copies sold

TITLES IN THE SERIES

Baby Fox Gets a Sibling • Baby Fox Gets a Present • 
Baby Fox's Garden • Baby Fox’s Bedtime Stories • 
Baby Fox's Christmas • Baby Fox's Pebbles

The latest title in this hugely popular series will capture the hearts of 
the readers with its super, fun-packed summer stories. Little Bear is 

really excited about summer, because Mama Bear and Papa Bear will take 
him to the lake. He can't swim yet, but he'll learn - with the help of his new 
friends, Frog and Otter. But they have all sorts of fun besides swimming. 
Eating fried-dough, playing card games, a campfire and a boat tour are all 
part of a peaceful, but still very exciting summer break. These stories come 
from a slower, more peaceful time, teaching us all how to appreciate the 
small things in life.

Little Bear at the Lake

Author: Adrienn Vadadi
Illustrator: Mónika Egri

chapter book | Age 3+

48 pages | 210×210 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

PREVIOUS TITLE

Little Bear
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WU20Zy6N_F74rWN9uPClH1Q144EURT9B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WyB1ZPm0IYvwWrnMODLUWm7n1ooiN7yv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J0Rf_xWJCmguzVBpCsZ4tk1qBj9lg2Ca/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KG8VEaFjJNoqTO2IMuL2YxhaVtAMPVRQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19CFwPZdqaTCBwcb75Q2wReaAt2_qgHy8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/175Du4HHHX1rNh3_ylHvXcRzSUwens4dd/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15t2rywDNa03aFk8Uht9ByQlKVJoDmYST/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11DrFPxMfXNR8jTaXcyOLBavVRffFs2XG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NyTu8cqiT0NaSb3hBK6Uve89WOKBAkv4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18M7wtAXN2VOXXjHYHkP2PDaGUpn9DTV8/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1R1957ZX56mu2RJSB57Tw4okFKcL2RD1Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WyB1ZPm0IYvwWrnMODLUWm7n1ooiN7yv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18M7wtAXN2VOXXjHYHkP2PDaGUpn9DTV8/view?usp=sharing
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Emma Likes it Quiet

Author: Dóra Gimesi
Illustrator: Mari Takács

story book | Age 5+

48 pages | 210×210 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

It is precisely two weeks, three days and ten minutes since Emma started 
 school. She is a silent child who stands out among her classmates as 

being different, but deep down, her heart is full of love. Emma is extremely 
sensitive to noise and feels frightened when she has to speak in front 
of others. Her only friends are the animals at the oceanarium hospital 
where her parents work. Dóra Gimesi tells us a tender, moving tale about 
a little girl finding her voice and the courage to help her friends. A lyrical 
storybook with stunning illustrations.

Panka is a lovely little girl, who always helps her grandpa around 
the house. In doing so she learns a lot about the the nature and the 

animals. This adorable chapter book is a collection of funny adventures 
and informative stories about the little things everyone can do to help the 
world. Filled with exquisite illustrations, this book is a perfect first step 
towards environmental awareness.

Can I Help You, Little Bee?

Author: Eszter Czernák
Illustrator: Vivien Monszport

chapter book | Age 3+

80 pages | 150×200 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

PREVIOUS TITLE

Where is the Hedgehog 
Hiding?
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/14gNREZbiNrBsJqPe8dl5hxs_awL1R0Q4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DxUHHp3JiRWE4IJMAoecplC9B5XXcFym/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IC9S4bftcmy9w3MDXXIWtYdDvRX2DNsQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EFMBFlRovPhcYxZdNBD14-pMCPsxVe_K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EFMBFlRovPhcYxZdNBD14-pMCPsxVe_K/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DxUHHp3JiRWE4IJMAoecplC9B5XXcFym/view?usp=sharing
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The Ninth Life of the 
Cat Prince
Author: Dóra Gimesi
Illustrator: Katalin Szegedi

story book | Age 5+

48 pages | 210×270 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

Rights sold: North-Macedonia 

The Cat Prince is a city slicker who wanders the rooftops at night, looking 
in through windows and purring sweet nothings into the hearts of 

many girls. One day, he meets Alinka, the diminutive Spring Fairy. They 
soon fall in love and get married, beginning their own ’happily ever after’ 
with the Cat Prince promising to mend his ways and bring his nocturnal 
wanderings to an end. But when spring comes around once more, he's 
back to his nocturnal perambulations. Alinka curses him and they part 
company... for a very long time. Two heart-wrenching, captivating tales in 
a single book about love and everything that happens when ‘happily ever 
after’ comes to an end.

IBBY Honour List 2021, 
Best Children's Book of 
The Year 2017

AWARDS

The Fairy's Boot

Author: Dóra Gimesi
Illustrator: Katalin Szegedi

story book | Age 5+

24 pages | 162×220 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

Rights sold: Turkey

This awesome modern fairy-tale talks about family, intergenerational 
understanding and finding magic in the modern world. 

The old shoemaker has three sons. His ancestors have made shoes 
for kings, princesses and fairies for generations. But the three sons have 
decided not to follow in the family tradition so the old shoemaker becomes 
grumpy, sad and lonely. Until a weary, disgruntled, retired fairy visits him 
and demands a pair of seven-league boots.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qtz6JgYukTESeAgJHZGqJJ2wX-UECe60/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AyzgkcXEzRGZlK2_dRVObr8GF5tfo6em/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wDGhpVBpVFwaKoN4pIUgec6hK8LLnyPN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s4Jlxzrl4wxioEhA3ICWvLnFnq38yIij/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AyzgkcXEzRGZlK2_dRVObr8GF5tfo6em/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s4Jlxzrl4wxioEhA3ICWvLnFnq38yIij/view?usp=sharing
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Emma, Who With Leo 
Cabrio Saved the Planet

Author: István Kerékgyártó
Illustrator: Eszter Metzing

novel | Age 6+

72 pages | 145×125 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

One day Emma sees koalas fleeing from the forest fire in Australia on the 
news and realizes that something is really wrong with the planet. She 

doesn't hesitate and writes a letter to the famous American filmstar - who 
happens to be a well-known environmental activist too - and asks him for 
help...

PREVIOUS TITLE

Mark Who Saved the 
World at the Age of Six

Rights sold: Romania
Az állatcsődület elé lépdelt, majd fölemelte a fejét, 
mintha csak azt mondaná: rendben, kezdhetjük. 

– Az oroszlán és a tigris után a világ harmadik leg-
nagyobb macskaféléje – súgta Emma Lottinak.

De Lotti nem válaszolt, talán nem is hallotta, annyi-
ra koncentrált. Két lábra állt, és morrantott néhányat. 
Nyilván ezzel köszönti az amazonasi őserdők koroná-
zatlan királyát – gondolta Emma. 

Have you heard of the boy who was as small as an itty-bitty fly when he 
was born? Who could fit into the palm of your hand? Years later, when 

this boy grew up, he could hide himself from prying eyes no matter how 
hard they pried. He became utterly unnoticeable. So of course you haven’t 
heard of him – until now. A unique tale of finding fortitude, acceptance 
and friendship, with a strong Nordic feel to it and simultaneously 
a reprise of the Jack and the Beanstalk tale, a love letter to nature, and 
even a motivational tale to help children to find their courage and learn to 
love themselves. All of this is complemented by stunning, breathtakingly 
beautiful illustrations from Jacqueline Molnár.

The Boy and the Whale

Author: Noémi Kiss
Illustrator: Jacqueline Molnár

novel | Age 6+

120 pages | 165×210 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English
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Meet a wildly energetic group of fourth graders and their peculiar 
friend Edward, the owl girl. With the help of this tough little owl, the 

children learn to be more open and tolerant of each other and the world 
around them, coming to realise that being different is a priceless gift. 
By introducing a class simply packed with cool and colourful people, this 
book reveals the beauty of  variety in gender, ethnicity and personalities.

Tuffy Owl Saves the Day

respect ▫ courage ▫ self-acceptance

Author: Zsófia Bán
Illustrator: Norbert Nagy

novel | Age 7+

96 pages | 145×215 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

PREVIOUS TITLE

New Adventures with 
Tuffy Owlch
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Sage and the Deep 
Valley Journey

Author: Judit Ágnes Kiss
Illustrator: Hajnalka Szimonidesz

novel | Age 8+

128 pages | 165×210 mm | Soft cover
Sample translation of the first title 
available in English

Sage is growing up fast. She can barely remember what it was like to 
wander in the world of fairy tales! But one day she falls very ill and 

goes to hospital... She's afraid of her illness, and she's afraid of her parents' 
sorrow.  Then her old friends from Aevus, the realm of fantasy, appear in 
her hospital room: Lightfairy the fairy, Efirfira the unicorn and Prince Aldo. 
Sage must find the flower of healing to make everything right! They set off 
together in search of the bloom, and the friends faithfully accompany one 
another for a while, but this journey to the deep valley is one that each of 
them must undertake alone... 

This beautiful story from Ágnes Judit Kiss is a magical tale of strength 
and hope, a modern rewriting of ancient symbols that reaches into the 
depths of the human soul.

PREVIOUS TITLE

The Young Prince who 
Looked Like an Old Man

Best Book of The Year 2019 (Student's Jury)
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Now I’m Reading! series

Written and Illustrated by various artists

Story book | 5+

24/48 pages | 145×202 mm | Hard cover

Sold to: Romania (Marci-series, all levels plus 
bilingual title)

Level 1Level 0 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Bilingual

It is undoubtedly a great moment when kids graduate from picture books 
to chapter books. The Now I’m Reading! series for early readers, with more 

than 40 titles, offers engaging stories and relatable characters to help make 
the chapter-book transition easier. Kids can enjoy the adventures of their 
favourite characters as they lead them through 5 difficulty levels from 
simple sentences in block capitals to more complicated stories. We also offer 
4 bilingual books for those who already have started to learn English. 

Bilingual titles available on request
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The Garden of Old Man Hush

Author: Anna Bojti
Illustrator: Tímea Ferth

novel | Age 9+

48 pages | 210×210 mm | Soft cover
Sample translation available in English

Math can be fun! The author has been acclaimed for her interactive 
gamebooks Night in the Zoo, The Deep Ghost Forest and The Secret of the 

Blue Door. Children aged from 6 to 12 are captivated by the riddles and the 
fast moving adventures in which the reader takes the lead role. Now the 
author has taken things one step further, proving to us all that mathematics 
offers interesting mysteries and challenging adventures.

TITLES IN THE SERIES

Night in the Zoo • 
The Deep Ghost Forest

More than 30,000 copies 
sold in the series

Exit Room Books

adventure ▫ m
ath ▫ exit room
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m
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Hello, Heracles!

Author: István Tasnádi
Illustrator: Miklós Felvidéki

novel | Age 9+

168 pages | 130×195 mm | Soft cover
Sample translation available in English

A totally new take on the Heracles story! There is a boy who is not 
particularly tall, nor strong, nor indeed at all heroic. Well, he is 

obviously NOT Heracles, rather Heracles' half-brother, Iphicles. He narrates 
the story of Hercules as he grows from a difficult-to-handle lad into the 
legendary hero we know from the storybooks. Readers find themselves 
torn between deep emotion and laughing out loud, at the same time 
rediscovering this old story from a new perspective. It’s also a great 
conversation starter about modern mosaic families and the special bond 
that forms between siblings that reads like comics.
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Panthera series

Author: Erzsi Kertész
Illustrator: Barbara Bernát

novel | Age 8+

384 pages | 130×200 mm | Soft cover
Sample translation available in English

Rights sold: Bulgaria

In this mystical series, a group of  everyday school kids get caught up in 
a very dangerous adventure on a mountain… inside a snow globe! Our 

miniature heroes have to protect a rare crystal from their evil teacher 
and save the natives on Mount Panthera. The latest volume widens this 
already colourful and interesting world still further by introducing a new 
tribe. More excitement, more adventure, more complex characters, more 
Panthera!

TITLES IN THE SERIES

Trapped in the Snowglobe • The Mission • The Flight 
of the Kingfisher • The Return of the Panther

85 000 copies 
sold in the series
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Powerless

Author: László Kolozsi
Illustrator: Tímea Ferth

novel | Age 12+

200 pages | 130×195 mm | Soft cover

Once humankind succeeds in destroying their environment, huge yellow 
sandstorms sweep across the Earth and, in a matter of months, the 

world's energy supply system is wrecked. In the ensuing chaos modern 
technological civilisation is destroyed, and a peaceful pre-industrial society 
is then rebuilt among the ruins. 

Beni goes to school in an idyllic forest village, where he is taught 
that humanity behaved badly before the Total Energy Blackout and that 
the only good life is one without machines. However, this boy, who has 
special abilities, is extremely interested in the mysteries of unusual devices 
and soon discovers how to generate electricity, although it is forbidden. 
But there are many who want to get their claws on the all-powerful energy 
source... and in the mad chase, Beni must decide with whom to share 
his knowledge.
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lMiután az ember sikeresen elpusztította a környezetét, hatalmas, 
sárga homokviharok söpörnek végig a Földön, és pár hónap alatt 
tönkreteszik a világ energiaellátását. Az elszabaduló káoszban 
megsemmisül a mai technológiai civilizáció, és a maradványai 
közt egy békés, iparosodás előtti társadalom épül fel.
Beni egy idilli erdei faluban jár iskolába, ahol azt tanítják, hogy 
a Totális Áramszünet előtt rosszul viselkedett az emberiség, és 
az egyetlen helyes út a gépek nélküli. A különleges képességű 
kisfiút azonban rettentően érdekli a szokatlan szerkezetek titka. 
Csakhogy a mindent megmozgató energiaforrásra sokaknak fáj 
a foga... és az őrült hajsza során Beninek kell eldönteni, kivel 
osztja meg a tudását.

A Pagony 9—12 éveseknek szóló sorozatába, az Abszolút Könyvek-
be olyan olvasmányos és izgalmas könyveket válogatunk, amelyek 
abszolút lendületesek, abszolút színvonalasak, abszolút maiak. 
Abszolút könnyű őket olvasni, de mégsem felszínesek, abszolút 
nem megterhelőek, de mégis elgondolkodtatók. Van és lesz 
köztük magyar és külföldi, fantasy, kaland- vagy éppen detektív-
regény – ami mindegyikben közös, és amit garantálunk: ezeket a 
könyveket jó olvasni! 

A B S Z O L Ú T  K Ö N Y V E K

3490 Ft

9 789635 873067

Abszolút áramszünet 
     Abszolút körhinta 
           Abszolút hajsza

9-12

aram_nelkul_borito_final.indd   1 18/10/2022   14:40:29
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The Tower of the Winds

Author: Eszter Szakács

fantasy | Age 12+

544 pages | 140×216 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation avaliable in German

Mira is a tough girl who climbs up to the top of a crane on the last day 
of summer to escape the bullying of her classmates. There she catches 

a glimpse to an unknown, mysterious world. Unfortunately, she falls but is 
saved by a griffin. To her surprise she finds that she had been chosen by the 
moiras at birth to fulfill a secret mission: guarding the gate to the planet 
Olymp where all the Greek gods are living now. Mira has not only to cope 
with the issues of school and her everyday life, but also to guard order in 
this secret world, and to unravel the mysteries of her family.

TITLES IN THE SERIES

Babilon • Pocket Univers No.0
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Author: Tamás Rojik

novel | Age 12+

272 pages | 130×195 mm | Soft cover
Sample translation available in English

What was once unimaginable has become a reality – the taps have run  
dry! In this dystopian fiction for young adults, the reader has to face 

the most terrifying outcome of climate change: a once safe and familiar 
society quickly degenerating into a constant battle between tyranny and 
people pushed to the periphery. Fighting for their survival, two teenagers 
discover their love for each other whilst trying to change what seems to be 
the future.

TITLE IN THE SERIES

Betrayal
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The Tram 
From tram sheds to balloon loops
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Author: Tamás György Kovács
Illustrator: Dániel Szinvai

non-fiction | Age 6+

32 pages | 230×260 mm | Hard cover

Browsing through the huge, detailed illustrations reveals even more 
information and offers a journey to destinations around Europe such as 

Prague, Berlin, Lisbon, Strasbourg and Budapest. 
Find out (almost) everything there is to know about trams, or “streetcars” 

as they are often called in America. Many children (and adults) are big fans 
of fixed rail transport, including trams. In this fascinating illustrated book, 
you can find out what all the most important parts of a tram are, how they 
work, what their control panels and terminals look like, how they are built, 
and why it is such fun to ride around town in them!
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First place at the Budapest Illustration Festival (BILLU), 
Winner of the Young Illustrator prize

Customization possible for your market
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The NO Way

Author: Erzsi Kertész
Illustrator: Julianna Kasza

story book | Age 6+

64 pages | 160×210 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

Adam is a very shy boy who lacks self-confidence. He just can’t say no to 
anyone. He can’t even refuse a cookie that he doesn’t like. One night he 

wakes from a terrible nightmare to find a strange creature at his bedside. 
It is the NO WAY who  lives  inside him but who has escaped while he was 
sleeping. The NO WAY shows him some of the many different ways you 
can say NO and promises to teach him to stand up for himself in a one-day 
‘NO!’ course.
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Flake and Tuft
Tales of the Emotions

Author: Erzsi Kertész
Illustrator: Adrienn Széll

novel | Age 6 +

56 pages | 160×210 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English on 
request

It is well worth talking to your children about emotions as soon as 
possible. They can sometimes be stressful (even joy!) and at other times 

they can be difficult to say what they are, they are so complicated. Even 
understanding what the four most basic emotions are about can sometimes 
be a challenge for our pre-schoolers and schoolchildren. Yet becoming 
aware of our emotions is a prerequisite for being able to handle them – and 
also for being able to empathise with others. Don't be afraid of negative 
emotions, live them to the full! 

The story and its protagonist, Elvira, use weather analogies to help us to 
do this as they explain to Flake and Tuft how to recognise emotions.
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Let Me Have a Goldfish

Author: Ildi Vibók
Illustrator: Tamás Mayer

narrative non-fiction | Age 5+

80 pages | 163×235 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

We have all met the situation when our child is begging for  a pet: 
a dog, a cat, a turtle, a rabbit, a goldfish or a giraffe. It doesn’t 

matter which. The main thing is to have a pet.
Of course, there are many advantages in having a nice cuddly animal at 
home, but kids can’t always assess the responsibilities that come with 
taking care of a pet. Whatever promises they make, in the end the whole 
family will be involved in the process of feeding them, taking them to the 
vet or for a walk. It’s very useful to have a competent relative who knows 
all about animals. In this book Uncle Bert teaches the children about 
everything a pet needs to be happy when living in a family home. Full of 
funny (but 100% true!) information, this title helps us to decide whether 
we could really live with that animal in our house.
The author of this humorous non-fiction story book is biologist, has 
countless pets and is an ambassador for responsible ownership.

COMING SOON
Let Me Have 

a White Shark

The Superteam - Why 
Do We Need Vaccines?

Author: Ildi Vibók
Illustrator: Tamás Mayer

narrative non-fiction | Age 6+

48 pages | 165×235 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

Princess Emma refuses her vaccination. Doc doesn’t insist, but he does 
recall how a human immune system works and shows Emma every cell 

that helps her body to protect her. He also tells her the story of previous 
plagues and how the first vaccines were invented, not to mention all those 
infections that Emma avoided thanks to the shots that she received in her 
early years. Finally, the little princess decides to get the jab after all, and 
makes plans to invent new vaccines in cooperation with the Doc.
This book explains all the mysteries surrounding vaccines with 
concentrating on the facts, but in a child-friendly and accessible way. Thus, 
not only do they learn about why they get various shots over the years, but 
understand the problems of their parents, who have talked about nothing 
but vaccines for the past year.

TITLES IN THE SERIES

The Superladder • The Supernut
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Best Non-Fiction Book of the 
Year 2020, Student's Jury
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Tekla and the Birds

Author & Illustrator: Írisz Agócs

narrative non-fiction | Age 3+

40 pages | 190×220 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

Mia has decided to save the world, and nothing’s going to stop her. She 
learns some useful ways to help in saving the planet, things anyone 

can do, even if they live in a big city. Mia and Uncle Marko show us the circle 
of life as they wander through his breath-taking garden, teaching us how 
to cooperate with nature instead of working against it. The contour-free 
aquarelle illustrations amplify the important message of this beautiful story. 

PREVIOUS TITLE

Uncle Marco's Garden

Let's Draw a Potato... series

Author & Illustrator: Írisz Agócs

non-fiction | Age 3+

64 pages | 210×270 mm | Hard cover
Full English translation available

The internationally acclaimed illustrator teaches us that the most 
important part of drawing is not perfection, it’s FUN! 

It all began with daily Facebook posts during the first covid lockdown, 
but those posts went viral, and the drawings became a hugely popular 
phenomenon. The titles of the Let’s Draw a Potato series soon became 
bestsellers, sold in many thousands of copies. Their secret lies in ditching 
the anxiety and tension around “not being artistic” by showing that every 
line and shape is just perfect as it is. All four books are based on the same 
simple principle: everyone can draw - all you need is a potato!

TITLES IN THE SERIES

…And Turn It into a Penguin, a Zebra or a Pelican • …And Turn It into a Reindeer, 
Santa or a Polar Bear • …And Turn It into Balthazar, Caspar and Melchior
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TITLE IN THE SERIES

The Earl of Sandwich 
and the Neapolitan Pizza
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Miss Pavlova and 
the Dobos Torte

Author: Györgyi Kalas
Illustrator: Ildi Horváth

non-fiction | Age 6+

96 pages | 190×220 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

The author of the bestselling The Earl of Sandwich and the Neapolitan Pizza 
presents the sweetest book ever! Discover the delectable history of the 

first cakes, from the pre-sugar era to how honey made its way to America 
and, of course, how the most famous cakes were invented. Ildi Horváth's 
awesome illustrations add so much to this deliciously delightful experience.

Small Dogs, Big Dogs

anim
al history ▫ dogs ▫ intersting facts

Author & Illustrator: Ildi Horváth

non-fiction | Age 6+

80 pages | 190×220 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

Do you know when dogs and humans joined forces? Do you know who 
is part of the canine family tree? Would you like to understand their 

language and teach your own dog some useful skills? Are you interested in 
learning loads of interesting facts and legends about our canine pals? Then 
it’s time to learn (almost) everything about our faithful friends!

5150

Méghogy egy kutya vezessen egy embert? Te próbáltál már csukott szemmel eljutni 
az ágyadtól a hűtőszekrényig? Aki nem lát, bizony nehezen boldogul egyedül például 
egy forgalmas városban. Ilyenkor egy jól kiképzett vakvezető kutya aranyat ér. Azt 
gondolhatnánk, hogy vakvezető kutyák nem olyan régóta kísérik az embert, pedig már 
ókori görög vázafestményen is ábrázoltak vak koldust kutyával.

A vakvezető kutyák kiképzése az első világháború után kezdődött, hogy a háború-
ban látásukat vesztett embereket segítsék. Az első kiképzőközpont Németországban 
alakult.

A vakvezetésre kiszemelt kutyának szükségszerűen megfontoltnak, engedelmesnek, 
nagyon fegyelmezettnek, jó fizikumúnak kell lennie. Nagyobb termetű juhászkutyák, 
mint a labrador retrieverek, újfundlandiak és a német juhászkutyák kiválóak erre a célra.

Hogy is történik a kiképzés? Első része a szoktatás: ekkor tanulja meg a kutya, ho-
gyan közlekedjen pórázon az oktató bal oldalán. Leül, ha az oktató megáll. A követ-
kező fázisban a kutya hozzászokik a speciális kantár viseléséhez, amely egy hámból 
és egy merev pórázból áll. Városban trenírozzák a kutyákat, akiknek épületekben, 

járműveken, mozgólépcsőn is otthonosan kell tudniuk 
közlekedni. Gondolnád, hogy a vak embert is meg kell 
tanítani a kutya helyes irányítására? 

A képzés utolsó szakasza az, amikor a már kiválasz-
tott ebet hozzászoktatják leendő gazdájához. Ilyenkor 
pár napig mindketten a kiképzőközpontban laknak, 
majd a lakóhely környékén folytatódik a kutya-gazda 
páros összeszokása. A vakvezető kutya és a gazdája 
között nagyon különleges együttműködés alakul ki: 
tudják váltogatni, hogy mikor ki vezeti a másikat. Hol 
a kutya irányítja az embert, hol fordítva. Magyarorszá-
gon a kutya-gazda párosnak közösen kell vizsgáznia 
a kiképzés végén, hogy a kutya elnyerje a vakvezető 
kutya státuszt.

Tudtad-e… Ha a kutya úgy dönt, hogy nem 
biztonságos lelépni a járdáról, akkor a gazdának 
várnia kell, amíg a kutya el nem indul. Ilyenkor 
a kutya dönt a gazda helyett. Mindkettőjük éle-
te múlhat rajta.

KÜLALAK: közepes méret, erős testalkat 

JELLEM: barátságos, okos

MUNKÁJUK: vakvezetés

VAKVEZETŐK
ÉN VAGYOK A SZEMED!

VAKVEZETŐK KIKÉPZÉSE

SEGÍTS, NEM LÁTOK!
ÁTTEKINTÉS
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AWARD

Best Non-fiction Children’s 
Book of 2021 by the 
Hungarian IBBY

Photography Is Fun

Author: Orsolya Boncsér
Illustrator: Levente Csordás

non-fiction | Age 8+

148 pages | 235×200 mm | Soft cover
Sample translation available in English

People around the world upload around 2 billion pictures to the internet 
each day. Not only because taking pictures is fun, but also because it’s so 

very easy these days. Here comes the best ever activity book on photography 
with more than 40 inspiring exercises. You don’t need any expensive 
tools or equipment, or indeed any special knowledge about photography 
to be able to take the most amazing pictures in your home. The playful 
tone of this book, the easy to follow instructions will bring everyone close 
to the joy of creation. You not only get precise, step by step instructions 
to the pictures in the book, but can also learn – in an easily comprehensible 
way – about the basics of visual communication, copyright and other 
fundamental terms in art theory and the history of photography. 

Harmony, the Realm 
of Music

Author: Ferenc Tarr
Illustrator: András B. Baranyai

narrative non-fiction | Age 7+

128 pages | 183×235 mm | Hard cover
Sample translation available in English

Princess Melody leaves home in search of her own tune, discovering 
every inch of Harmony – the realm of music – on the way. This book 

fills a gaping hole in children's literature. Unlike other educational tales, 
Melody’s journey is an introduction to music in general through four 
equally important elements: folk, impro, pop and classical music. These are 
all explained without complicated terms and definitions through this joyful 
and entertaining story.
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Elf Town

Authors: Máté Lencse & József Jesztl
Illustrator: Judit Török

game book | Age 5+

16 pages | 210×297 mm | Board book
Full English translation available

Imagine a book that contains 8 board games but simultaneously offers
 a great outdoor activity! Players won’t need any special tools, or fiddly 

easy-to-loose figures to play Elfwill, just leaves, sticks and stones collected 
right before starting the game. You might need the odd berry too, but that’s 
really all. With the help of this book, you can take your favourite board 
games out with you and enjoy the freedom of the great outdoors, and also 
play a few rounds of some captivating games.

TITLES IN THE SERIES

Play Well • Knights 
Around the Table
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JÚLIA MOLDOVA

Rights Manager

Orchard Literary Agency
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